Preliminary study on the suitability of a pharmacological bio-assay based on cardiac myocytes cultured over microfabricated microelectrode arrays.
There are a range of techniques that can be used to assay bioactive compound. One potentially promising technique is a system consisting of microfabricated extracellular recording devices over which electrogenic cells can be grown. To date, research in this area has concentrated on the use of neurons as an electrogenic cell type. However, these cells have limitations. Only small extracellular potentials have been recorded from mammalian neurons cultured over microfabricated electrode arrays. Although such potentials may be of use in assays examining the effects of bio-active compound analogues on firing frequency, they are of little use for more detailed pharmacological studies involving analyses of signal shape. What is required is a system from which much larger extracellular potentials can be recorded. This preliminary study reports on a system based on cardiac myocytes cultured over microfabricated metal microelectrode arrays, from which potentials with a mean amplitude of 16.9 microV can be reliably recorded, which can be reversibly blocked with mumoll-1 concentrations of the sodium ion channel blocker lidocaine. Less common potentials with amplitudes of up to 3.5 mV were also recorded. It is demonstrated that cardiac myocytes cultured over microfabricated micro-electrode arrays can be used in assays of cardioactive compound analogues.